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This game looks fine. The storyline and the musics, sounds kinda good to me. Those choices were making me having a hard
time decision between dead or alive at the part where Nephtis is. WW2 and Egypt elementals. Well sounds kinda good to me.. I
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guess it is best to start this review by stating two things: 1) I have never played visual novels before. Never even thought of them
really. Until now they have just been something for someone else and my time has been better spent with something bett. else.
Now you probably ask why on earth am I playing this, if playing is right word for these, and writing a review for it. Well. 2)I
don't know personally the developers of the game, but they hang out at the same small gaming community as I do and they
posted pretty openly about the creation of Panzer Hearts. I was one of the more active persons to comment the project (got even
mentioned at credits; Lorersho Ozzie from Pelit) but didn't have any real role in the creation. Closest I probably got was when I
commented, after seeing some early artwork and teaser, :"Toivottavasti tulee hyvu00e4, mutta todennu00e4ku00f6isesti ihan
u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665." (Hopefully will be good, but most likely going to be just crap). Well was I right about that?
(Yes yes, I know you already see the thumbs up there, but play along would you). Like I said I haven't got experience with the
genre so I can't really compare this to anything. Only thing I can say for somewhat certainty is that this is the best story ever
about homefront of Nazi Egypt-Germany of WWII. Also likely to be the worst I guess. Not much competition really on that.
While altered history of WWII is not uncommon at all, having the story of game placed at homefront of war is, while not
unique, refreshing. There is little point to tell much details about the plot,since that is pretty much all VNs tend to have. You
follow the story of Bastian, young and naive soldier who gets wounded and is unfit to return to service. Therefore he starts
serving his country as a mechanic and hopes to live up to his father. The gameplay itself is quite simple. Most of the time you
will be just spectator. Story tells you where to go and what to do. Check for hotspots at screen, see what happens from them.
Follow dialogue and choose what to say. Your choices decide the way that the story will develop and who you will end up
getting the romance with. Pretty basic for VN I believe. Technically game is decent enough. No big bugs and graphics are what
you could expect. Honorary mention to the musics, which are great all through the game and create nice atmosphere. However it
is good to mention, that since Panzer Hearts is a small budged game, there is no voice acting, so hopefully you aren't afraid of
reading the plentiful dialogue. As a summary? Panzer Hearts is indeed a nice story driven game about war and love from rare
viewpoint. I didn't expect to get as nearly deep into the story as I did. This is mostly because of good writing. I don't know yet
how much there is difference between the storylines but I'd imagine that there is certainly some replay value here. For those
who are unfamiliar with VNs Panzer Hearts is good choice for getting familiar with the genre or just to step out of your comfort
zone. And if you are feeling uncertain about it; there is a demo available so give it a try.. Right from the beginning, it is made
clear to the player that the visual novel is going to be wildly funny while still leaving them wondering what will happen next. The
game is not safe for work (or grandkids) in parts, but these moments are not without reason, and the occasional
grammar/spelling mistakes only make the game more quirky and entertaining. Even if romance novels and visual novels aren't
exactly the player's cup of tea (or would it be "reader's" or "viewer's"?), the utter cluelessness of the protagonist is always good
for a laugh, and the story alone was more than enough to keep me coming back for more (just don't expect a double entendre).
One only has to spend a short time "reading" the visual novel to see that the developers aimed to make something they
themselves would enjoy than something that would simply sell well, and it is obvious from the start that each choice matters. I'd
recommend this to just about anyone.. Right from the beginning, it is made clear to the player that the visual novel is going to be
wildly funny while still leaving them wondering what will happen next. The game is not safe for work (or grandkids) in parts,
but these moments are not without reason, and the occasional grammar/spelling mistakes only make the game more quirky and
entertaining. Even if romance novels and visual novels aren't exactly the player's cup of tea (or would it be "reader's" or
"viewer's"?), the utter cluelessness of the protagonist is always good for a laugh, and the story alone was more than enough to
keep me coming back for more (just don't expect a double entendre). One only has to spend a short time "reading" the visual
novel to see that the developers aimed to make something they themselves would enjoy than something that would simply sell
well, and it is obvious from the start that each choice matters. I'd recommend this to just about anyone.. nive VN :). Easy 100%
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Tank Factory First Year Update : Dear Tank Factory Workers! It has been a year now since we started to build the greatest
tanks the human kind has ever seen. The tank factory has seen numerous improvements, numerous new and better models of
tanks and also numerous disasters, such as bombings and battles on the war front of love .. Major update in the tank factory! :
Major update in the tank factory!. Tank Factory Autumn Update : Hello Tank Factory Workers!. Tank Factory Update : The
tank factory has been running on full steam after the release it almost feels like its 1944 all over again! We want to express our
gratitude to our community for helping us find those nasty bugs crawling on the factory walls and causing all kinds of sanitary
problems. It feels good to work in a clean environment.. Tank Factory First Year Update : Dear Tank Factory Workers! It has
been a year now since we started to build the greatest tanks the human kind has ever seen. The tank factory has seen numerous
improvements, numerous new and better models of tanks and also numerous disasters, such as bombings and battles on the war
front of love .. Tank Factory Autumn Update : Hello Tank Factory Workers!. Tank Factory First Year Update : Dear Tank
Factory Workers! It has been a year now since we started to build the greatest tanks the human kind has ever seen. The tank
factory has seen numerous improvements, numerous new and better models of tanks and also numerous disasters, such as
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bombings and battles on the war front of love .. Major update in the tank factory! : Major update in the tank factory!. Tank
Factory Update : The tank factory has been running on full steam after the release it almost feels like its 1944 all over again! We
want to express our gratitude to our community for helping us find those nasty bugs crawling on the factory walls and causing all
kinds of sanitary problems. It feels good to work in a clean environment.. Major update in the tank factory! : Major update in
the tank factory!
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